ABSTRACT. The strong Stieltjes moment problem for a bi-infinite sequence {c n , n = 0, ±1, ±2,... } can be described as follows: (1) find conditions for the existence of a positive measure /x on [0, oo) such that c n = J^01 71 dn{t) for all n, (2) when there is a solution /L/, find conditions for uniqueness of the solution, and (3) when there is more than one solution, describe families of solutions. In this paper, we investigate aspects of question (3). In particular, we discuss solutions and their Stieltjes transforms that are obtained by utilizing a theory of quasi-orthogonal and of pseudo-orthogonal Laurent polynomials.
Introduction
The classical Stieltjes moment problem can be defined as follows: given a sequence {c n , n = 0,1,2,... } of real numbers, (1) find conditions for there to exist a (positive) measure n on [0, oo) such that c n = / 0 t n dti{t) for n = 0,1,2,..., (2) when there is a solution of the existence problem, find conditions for uniqueness of the solution, and (3) when there is more than one solution, describe (subfamilies of) the family of all solutions. The problem is called determinate when there exists exactly one solution, and indeterminate when there exists more than one solution. The problem was treated first by Stieltjes [34] in 1894 and then by Hamburger [12] in 1920-21 for the case when the support of /i is only required to be contained in (-oo, oo) (the classical Hamburger moment problem). These initial works were followed by an extensive development of a theory of moment problems where the connection with the theory of orthogonal polynomials plays a central role, e.g., see [1, 2, 7-9, 21, 22, 32, 33, 35, 36] .
The strong Stieltjes moment problem (and strong Hamburger moment problem) can be formulated in the same way as the classical problems, except that here bi-infinite sequences {c n , n = 0, ±1,±2,...} are involved. These problems were introduced around 1980 by Jones, Thron, and Waadeland [20] for the Stieltjes case, and by Jones and Thron [17, 18] for the Hamburger case. In the following years, a theory of these problems and their connection with a theory of orthogonal Laurent polynomials was developed as far as questions (1) and (2) were concerned, see [3-6, 10, 11, 13-20, 29-31] . In [28] , a theory concerning question (3) for the strong Hamburger moment problem was developed. In particular, an analog to the Nevanlinna parametrization of solutions in the classical case was presented (cf. [1, 23, 33, 35] ). In this paper, we make a contribution to a study of question (3) for the strong Stieltjes mc-ment problem.
Natural solutions
Let {c n , n = 0, ±1,±2,...} be a given bi-infinite sequence of real numbers. The Strong Hamburger Moment Problem (SHMP) for the sequence consists of finding all respectively. A necessary and sufficient condition for the SHMP to be solvable is that the functional M is positive on (-00,00), while a necessary and sufficient condition for the SSMP to be solvable is that M is positive on (0,00), see [10, 14, 15, 18] . In the following, we always assume that M is positive on (-00,00). An inner product ( , ) is defined on A^ x AR (where AR denotes the real space spanned by all z^, j = 0, ±1, ±2,...) by
(P i Q) = M[P(z).Q(z)].
(2.6)
Let {<Pn} be orthonormal Laurent polynomials obtained from the base {l,^-1 ,^, 2~2, z 2 ,..., z~n, z n ,... }. They shall be assumed normalized such that they may be written in the form ^2m+l(^) = tfZ+l ' *" ^2m+l,m^m, ^2m+l,-(m4-l) > 0> ( 2 -8) for m = 0,1,2, The functional M and the system {^n} are called regular if <72m,-m 7^ 0, g2m+i,m ¥" 0 f or a U m -I n the following, we shall assume that M is regular. That is always the case if M is positive on (0, oo), see [10, 13, 14] .
The associated orthogonal Laurent polynomials {ipn} are defined by
~<Pn(0)-<pn(zy

Mz) = M
(2.9) 0-z (The functional is applied to its argument as a function of 9.) We note that ^0 = 0, The functions {<£n} and {^n} thus are denominators and numerators of a continued fraction. This continued fraction is equivalent, in general, to an APT-fraction when M is regular and positive on (-00,00). When M is positive on (0,oo), the continued fraction is equivalent to a positive T-fraction, see [15, 19] (cf. also [24] [25] [26] [27] 
(also see [16] ). The determinant formula for continued fractions in our situation can be written as
(see [28, 30] ). We introduce the expression T n (z, a, b) by
q2m,m (2.19) (2.20)
With this notation, the following general Christoffel-Darboux formulas are valid for arbitrary complex coefficients a, 6, c, d and for 2, £ G C -{0} (see, e.g., [28, 30] ):
We shall use these formulas in Section 3. By setting a = c = 0, 6 = d=lin (2.22)-(2.23), we obtain special ChristoffelDarboux formulas (involving only the orthogonal Laurent polynomials themselves), which may be written in the form
Dividing by 2 -£ and letting £ -► 2, we get
(2.26)
All the zeros of ip n are real and simple, and if M is positive on (0,00), they are all positive. Let £J[ ,..., £n denote these zeros, ordered by size, £1 < £2 < * * * < £n • Then
It follows that ^2m,-m > 0, ^2m+l,m < 0, (2.29) when M is positive on (0,00). Consequently,
^2m < 0, A 2m+ i > 0, (2.32) when M is positive on (0,00).
If M is positive on (0, oo) (hence all the zeros of ip n are positive), it follows easily from (2.25)-(2.26) that between two consecutive zeros of <£ n , there Is exactly one zero of ipn-i-Using (2.19)-(2.20) and the just-mentioned separation property of (p n and ifn-i, we find that between two consecutive zeros of (p n there is exactly one zero of In the general situation (M positive on (-00,00)), there exist positive weights Xi ,..., An such that the following quadrature formula is valid (see [10, 14, 16, 29] ):
Since the function f(9) = ^-^ belongs to A2n-ij it follows from (2.9) and 6 -z ( it follows by Helly's theorems that every subsequence {z/ n ( fc ))} contains a subsequence converging to a measure z/ which is a solution of the moment problem (i.e., the SHMP, in general, and the SSMP if M is positive on (0, oo)) and such that the corresponding subsequence of {^n(A;)(^)/ ( / ? n(fc)(^)} converges locally uniformly to -f™(0 -^)~1di/(^) outside (-oo, oo) (to -J^iO -z)~ldv (6) when M is positive on (0, oo)), see [10, 14, 16, 20] (z) .
For proofs and more detailed treatments of the questions discussed in this section, see [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Quasi-natural solutions
In this section, we make the general assumption that M is regular and positive on (-oo, oo). We shall here review and complete the theory of quasi-orthogonal Laurent polynomials and their use in moment theory. For supplementary material, we refer to [10, 13, 14, 16, [28] [29] [30] .
The quasi-orthogonal Laurent polynomials (p n (z^r) of order n are defined by
Here r is a variable, r € R = EU {00}. (For r = 00, 
Recall that h n is one of the coefficients in the recurrence formulas for (p n (cf. (2.10)-(2.11), (2.17)-(2.18)). 
Proof.
A. For a proof of this general result, see e.g., [14] .
B. Let £1,..., £A be the zeros of ^n(^5 T) of odd order in (0,00). First, let n = 2m, and assume A < 2m -2.
and hence
MfamM-Tiz)] = (V2m(z),T(z))-T(ip2m-l(z),zT(z)) = 0.
On the other hand, ip2m{z,T) • T(z) does not change sign in (0,oo), so M[p2m{z,r) • T(z)] 7^ 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, A > 2m -1. Next, let n = 2m + 1, and assume A < 2m - (see, e.g., [10, 14] ). Set A. The quadrature formula
25 valid for F e A_2m,2mT-2 when n = 2m and for F 6 A_2m,2m when n = 2m + 1.
B. The weights A^ (r) are positive.
Proof. See, e.g., [10, 14] and cf. also the remark after Theorem 4.2. □
In particular, the partial fraction decomposition for the quasi-approximants 
If M is positive on (0, oo), then i/r solves the corresponding truncated strong Stieltjes moment problem if and only if r > /i2m when n = 2m, or if and only if T < /i2m+i when n = 2m 4-1. Also, when these conditions are satisfied, the integral in (3.20) can be taken over (0, oo).
As in the argument leading to the natural solutions of the moment problems, it can be seen that every subsequence {^T™ (fc) } contains a subsequence {^rn(*(/))} converging to a measure u which is a solution of the SHMP and such that the corresponding
, locally uniformly on C -R Solutions that can be obtained in this way shall be called quasi-natural solutions. If M is positive on (0, oo), then the quasi-natural solutions are also solutions of the SSMP, at least if
is odd, since then all the measures ^r^ku)] ^a ve support in (0, oo). For each z in the upper half-plane U and each n, let the mapping r -> w be defined by
This linear fractional transformation maps R onto a circle contained in U. We shall use the notation A n (z) for the open disk bounded by this circle, dA n (z) for the circle itself, and A n (2) for the closed disk A n (z)\JdA n (z). Obviously, the half-plane U (i.e., r G U) is mapped onto A n (z) (i.e., w G A n (z)) or onto C -A n (z). If M is positive on (0, oo), then U is always mapped onto A n (^). This can be seen from the signs of Proof. See [28, Theorems 3.4-3.5]. The locally uniform convergence is implicitly contained in the proof of Theorem 3.5. □
In Section 5, we shall discuss connections between (subsets of) the sets A 00 (z) and solutions of the strong moment problems.
Pseudo-natural solutions
In this section, we make the general assumption that M is positive on (0, oo). The pseudo-orthogonal Laurent polynomials ^(z, r) of order n are defined by
The associated pseudo-orthogonal Laurent polynomials ^n(z 1 T) are defined by
They also may be written as
The pseudo-approximants S n (z,T) are defined by
(4.3)
For r = 0, they are the ordinary approximants ip n (z)/(p n (z), and for r = oo, they are the ordinary approximants ilJn-i{z)/<Pn-i{z)> With the notation of Section 2, we may write 
is valid for F E A_(2 m _i),2m-i when n -2m and for F E A_(2 m+ i),2m-i when n = 2m + 1.
Proof.
Let F E A. For each n and r, we set This argument cannot be used to establish positivity of the weights /c^ (r) since {K^iz, r)) 2 does not belong to the domain of validity of the appropriate quadrature formula.
The partial fraction decomposition for the pseudo-approximants is obtained as in the argument for formula (2.34). We shall show that the weights K^ are positive when r € (-00,02m) in case n = 2m and when r G (#2m+i>°o) in case n = 2m -f 1. We shall use separation properties of zeros of $ n (2,r) and * n (z,T) to establish this.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that M is positive on (0,oo). Let r be such that all the zeros of$ n (z,T) are positive. Then between two consecutive zeros o/$ n (z,r) there is exactly one zero of^n(z,T).
Proof. Let r be given, and assume that there is a common zero ZQ for $ n (2,r) and tfnfoT), i.e., such that ^n(^o) -ripn-xizo) = 0 and ^(20) -rip n -i{zo) = 0. Then, ip n (zo)(f n -i(zo) -V'n-i^oVn^o) = 0, which contradicts the determinant formulas (2.19)-(2.20). (Recall that zo would have to be positive.) Hence, $ n (z, r) and V n (z, r) have no common zeros.
The zeros of $ n (z,r) and ^r n (z,r) separate each other for r = 0 by the discussion following formula (2.32). Since $ n (2,T) and * n (z,r) have no common zeros for r in the interval in question, it follows from the continuity of the zeros with respect to r that the zeros of $ n (z,T) and ^n(z,r) separate each other as stated. □ As in the argument leading to the natural and the quasi-natural solutions of the moment problem, it can be seen that every subsequence {0Tn (fc) } contains a subse-{(n(k(i))) 1 ^ncV/)) ) c o nv^r ging to a measure a which is a solution of the SSMP and such that the corresponding subsequence {S n (k(j))(z,T n (k(j)))} converges to -F a (z), locally uniformly on C -{0}.
NJASTAD
Solutions that can be obtained in this way shall be called pseudo-natural solutions. We stress the fact that pseudo-natural solutions of the SHMP are defined only when M is positive on (0, oo) and they are automatically solutions of the SSMP.
For each z in U and each n, let the mapping r -> UJ be defined by uj = u n = -S n (z,T). Proof. By taking into account the sign of / n , <7 n , and h n given in (2.30)-(2.32), we verify that s n (£, r) e U when r G {7, i.e., 571(2? ^0 C C/, forn = 2,3,... . Since S n (z, r) = 5 n _i(^,s n (z,T)), this means that S n (z,U) = 5 n _i(z,5 n (z, J7)) C 5 n _i(z, 17). We also observe that s n (z,U) does not contain 00. For later use, we introduce the set G n (z) as the segment of the disk D n (z) obtained as the convex hull of the arc T n (z).
We define In Section 5, we shall discuss connections between subsets of D 00 (z) and solutions oftheSSMP.
Stieltjes transforms of solutions
In this section, we make the general assumption that M is regular and positive on (-oo, oo). When solutions of the SSMP are involved, M is assumed to be positive on (0,oo).
We shall study more closely the relationship between Stieltjes transforms of solutions of moment problems and the systems of disks {A n (z)} , {D n (z)}, circles {dA n (z)}, {dD n (z)}, and segments {O n {z)} , {G n (z)}.
Before proceeding, we note from the definitions of dA n (z) and dD n (z) that the points -ipn(z)/(p n (z) and -^n-i(z)/^n-i(z) belong to both of these circles (in fact, to Qn(z) an d T n (z)). Thus, the two circles intersect at these two points. We recall from Section 3 that ti n (z) consists of the values of the Stieltjes transforms at z of the discrete measures determined by quasi-orthogonal Laurent polynomials of order n and support in (0, oo). Similarly (from Section 4), T n (z) consists of the values of the Stieltjes transforms at z determined by pseudo-orthogonal Laurent polynomials of order n and support in (0, oo).
Theorem 5.1. Assume that M is positive on (0, oo).
A.
n n (z) = dA n (z)nD n . 1 
(z).
(5.1)
B. T n (z) = dD n (z) n A n -i(s). (5.2)
Proof. According to earlier remarks, the point -ip n -i(z)/(p n -i(z) is a common point for the circles dA n -i(z),dA n (z),dD n -i(z), and dD n (z).
A. We recall that -R2m{z,r) € 02m(^) if and only if r e (h2m,oo). The value r = oo gives the end point -il; n -i(z)/(p n -i(z). For the other end point of ^2m(^), we get
by using the recurrence formula (2.10), hence,
Thus,
Similarly, we get
This shows that
In the same way, by using the recurrence formula (2.11), we get #2m+l(2,/i2m+l) = S^m^r) for T = ^m+l ^ ^ ^ <72m+l
This shows that the second end point of ftn(z) lies on dD n -i(z). It follows that n n (z) = dA n (z)nD n -1 (z).
B. We recall that - S2m(z 1 r) G T2m(z) if and only if r G (-00,02m) -The value r = -00 gives the end point -ip n -i(z)/(p n -.i(z). For the other end point of T2m(z), we get
by using the recurrence formula (2.10), hence, On the other hand, let w E S-2m,2m-2(2) and w e E_2m,2m(^)-Then there exist measures fj, which solve the truncated moment problems (3.18) and (3.19) , respectively, such that w ~ F^z). The inner products defined by /x and M coincide on A_2m,2m-2 and A~2m,2m-Let the function f z be defined by f z (6) = ^^. We find that Proof. This follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.
□
We shall make use of the following important result. C. For any solution fi of the SSMP and any x G (-00,0), the following inequalities hold:
(This result is proved in [20] in a somewhat different way.)
Proof. From the recurrence relations (2.10)-(2.11), we obtain the formulas
and hence, 
<P2m+l(z)
Hence, it follows from (2.9) that
V2m{x)
for x G (-oo,0). From the result under A we conclude that
for x € (-oo,0). See also [11, 19, 20] . □ Proo/. A. We see from the discussion following formula (3.26) that Too (2) consists of all limit points of sequences {-R n (z,T n )}, and since -R n (z,r) G 9A n (z), it follows that these points belong to dA 00 (z). Thus T 00 (z) C dA 00 (z).
On the other hand, let Woo e dA 00 (z)\ then there exists a sequence {^n} converging to Woo with w n G 9A n . For each n there is a r n such that it; n = -R n (z, r n ). According to Kelly's theorems, there exists a subsequence {n(k)} such that {z4n( fc ) } converges to a quasi-natural solution v of the SHMP and such that {F u (n(k))(z)} converges to Fv(z). Since w n = -R n (z,T n ) = i^(n(fc))(^), we conclude that w Z)0 G T 0 o(^). Thus dA 00 (z)cT 00 (z).
B,C. According to Theorem 5.7A, the subarcs of ^2m(^) corresponding to r > 0 converge to a subarc AOQ (Z) of OAQQ (Z) with end points F^ (z) and F^ (z). Similarly, the subarcs of Q2m+i(z) corresponding to r < 0 converge to the same subarc A 00 (z) (because -it/2m(2,T) and -it^m+i^r) traverse dA2m(z) and 9A2 7 n+i(^) in opposite directions with increasing r). Also, according to Theorem 5.7A, the subarcs of T2m(z) corresponding to r < 0 converge to a subarc ^00(2;) of dD^z) with end points F^^z) and F < ' co \z)^ and similarly, the subarcs of r2 m +i(z) corresponding to r > 0 converge to the same subarc BOQ^Z) of dD 00 (z) . By considering the directions traveled by i?2m(2,T) and S'2 m (^,r), for example, with increasing r, we find that A 00 (z) = dA 00 (z) DDooiz) and B^z) = dD^z) n Aoo(^). It follows from Theorem 5.1 that the sequences of whole arcs {^(z)} and {r n (z)} converge to the same limiting arcs Aoo{z) = 9Aoo(^) nSoo(^) and dD^z) n Aoo(^), respectively.
An argument similar to the second part of the proof of A shows that ^4oo(^) C fiooOz) and ^^(z) C Foo (z). Since there are no measures err with support not contained in (0,oo), we conclude as in the first part of the proof of A that Too(2) C B 00 (z), and thus, Fooiz) = Bcoiz) = aDoofc) n AooO*).
It remains to show that fioo(^) C A 00 (z), i.e., that a sequence of measures {^r^( fc) } where the support of each measure is not contained in (0,00), cannot give rise to a quasi-natural solution of the SSMP.
It follows from [28, Theorems 3.1,3.2] (see also Section 6) that there is a continuous one-to-one correspondence between the points of dA 00 (z) and the quasi-natural solutions of the SHMP. From Theorem 5.7C, it then follows that there can be no quasi-natural solution fi of the SSMP with Stieltjes transform outside the arc A 00 (z) bounded by F^(z) and F^^z). (Otherwise, some points of A O0 (z) would be the Stieltjes transform of at least two quasi-natural solutions having different values at an x G (-00,0), due to continuity of the Stieltjes transforms w.r.t. z and the parametrization of dA 00 (z).) We thus may conclude that ii^z) C A 00 (z 
Nevanlinna parametrization of solutions
The assumptions on M in this section are as in Section 5. Let #0 be an arbitrary fixed point on R -{0}. We define functions a n ,/? n ,7 n ,5 n (depending on the parameter XQ) by
Since the coefficients in (pj(z) and ipj(z) are real, it follows that a n (z),p n (z), / y n (z), 6 n (z) are real for real z. It follows from (6.5) that for an arbitrary complex number t, Oi n (z)t -7n(^) and Pn{z)t -6 n (z) have no common zeros.
By substituting (pn(z), ^n-i(^), il>n(z), ^n-i(^) expressed in terms of a n (z), (3n(z), 7n(^), 6 n (z) in the definitions (3.3)-(3.4), (3.6), expressions for the quasi-approximants Rn(z,T) are given by 7 ? where
We note that the linear fractional transformation r -> t = t n (r) maps R biuniquely onto R. We define
We then may write
where t is obtained from r by the transformations (6.8)-(6.9). The mapping t -► -T n (z,t) maps ?7 (i.e., t G £7) onto A n (z) (i.e., w = -r n (z,t)) for every z G ?7 (cf. [28]).
We denote by /4 n) tlie discrete measure determined by the quadrature formula associated with t3 n {z)t -6 n (z). Then ^n ) =ui n \ where t = « n (r). (6.12) It follows by (3.17) , (3.20) , (6.10)-(6.11) that
We shall use the following convergence result for the functions a n ,0 n^n ,S n . Proof (p n , ip n can be expressed in terms of a n , /? n , 7 n , 5 n as follows (see [ Proof. This follows from (3.1)-(3.6), (4.1)-(4.4), and (6.6H6.9). D
We recall that <TT is the discrete measure determined by the quadrature formula associated with the pseudo-orthogonal Laurent polynomial $ n (j2,r). We shall write p[ n) =*i n \ t = t n (T), (6.28)
where t n (r) is given by (6.8)-(6.9). We then may write dp[ n \e) a n (z)t n (z, It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.6 that {t2 m (0)} ( = {^2m+i(oo)}) and {*2m+i(0)} ( == {hm(oo)}) converge to values t^ and t^. By using Kelly's theorems and the fact that {an(^)}, {(3 n (z)}, {7n(^)}, {^n(^)} converge, we conclude that for every t'in the interval determined by £ (0) and t^0 0^ {pi^} converges to a (pseudo^natural) solution of the SSMP. These solutions have value of the Stieltjes transform exactly on the arc Too = dAx>(z) n Aoo^). Theorem 6.8. Assume that M is positive on (0, oo) and that the associated SHMP is indeterminate. Then the pseudo-natural solutions of the SSMP are canonical solutions of order 1.
Proof Let t be fixed, and let r n be the corresponding r-value determined by the formulas (6.8)-(6.9). Since /*(« -z)-l dpl n \0) converges to f™(0 -z^dp^O) and {cL n {z)}, {/?n(2)}, {7n(^)}, {$n{z)} converge to a{z), 0(z), j(z), 8(z), it follows from formula (6.29) that {t n (z,r n )} converges.
Theorem 6.6 and formulas (6.26)-(6.27) then show that t n (z,T n ) converges to a function t{z) of the form *)-£!.
(,30)
Since
dptifi) _ a(z)t(z) -f(z)
I Jo e-z P(z)t(z) -6(z)' (6, 31) we conclude that t(z) is the function of the extended Nevanlinna class .A/"* corresponding to pt, see Theorem 6.4. Thus pt is a canonical solution of order 1. □
Structure of solutions
The quasi-orthogpnal and pseudo-orthogonal solutions of an indeterminate SHMP are essentially discrete measures (the origin belongs to the spectrum as a non-isolated point). This follows as a special case of a general structure theorem for canonical solutions. 
